
AGENDA ITEM No.
EXCERPT OF MINUTE OF SPECIAL MEETING OF POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE HELD ON
12 FEBRUARY 2015

PROPOSED REVIEW OF CORPORATE PROCUREMENT − PROCESSES AND STRUCTURES

2. There was submitted a report dated 22 January 2015 by the Head of Corporate Property and Procurement
regarding proposals and options to improve the current structures and processes relating to Corporate
Procurement (1) outlining the background to (a) the key findings and recommendations of the recent review
of procurement, and (b) the recommendations of the Procurement Member/Officer Task Group which
recommended that the Council should move towards a more Corporate Model of Procurement, potentially
with a centralised Corporate Procurement Team; (2) detailing within the report information regarding the
current operating model which did not fully support collaboration across Service areas; (3) intimating within
the report a proposal to develop a model which left staff within their current Service but with a Chief Officer,
or designate, with responsibility to ensure full compliance with the revised Corporate Model; (4) advising
that (a) the model being recommended had key elements derived from the recommendations of a
Member/Officer Task Group, and (b) in addition there were two options being considered for the structure
which was necessary to support a Category Management Model − Procurement Champions and Category
Managers; (5) proposing that (a) a Chief Officer or designate within each Service should be assigned as a
Procurement Champion; (b) the Corporate Procurement Team be expanded from nine FTE posts to fifteen
FTE posts and would be organised into four dedicated Service facing teams each led by a Category
Manager; (c) the posts of Category Manager would be new within the establishment, with the structure
chart depicting the Model highlighted within Appendix 3 to the report, and (d) an Opportunity Register be
created which would identify the variances at the point of the initial procurement, with the Opportunity
Register being recorded on an individual Service basis; (6) highlighting within the report all cost
implications, the projected savings, and information regarding procurement and social value and the
procurement capability assessment, and (7) indicating that the outcome of the tender exercises and the
ongoing financial implications of managing contracts would be reported to the Corporate Services
Committee.

The Convener intimated that the second sentence in paragraph 6.2 of the report by the Head of Corporate
Property and Procurement should be deleted and replaced with text to read "as explained in paragraph 7.4,
the initial minimum saving target is 1% of every procurement exercise with half yearly savings targeted in
2015/2016. The costs identified at paragraph 6.1 will be realised through procurement savings across
Services."

Decided:

(1) that the procurement structure be approved where current staff undertaking the procurement
should remain within that Service;

(2) that it be approved that a Chief Officer or designate within each Service should be identified to
become the Procurement Champion for the Service, in order to ensure the effectiveness of the
corporate model being proposed, be approved;

(3) that it be approved that the revised processes and procedures be developed to reflect the new
model and be included in future Corporate Procurement Strategies and Improvement Plans;

(4) that it be approved that the Category Management Model for Procurement be developed with six
additional staff being added to the current Corporate Procurement establishment;

(5) that it be approved that all procurements over £50,000 be recorded within the Procurement
Opportunity Register with any variance on the target/budget cost which was achieved through
each individual tender process should be logged within the Register which would allow Services
and Members to consider the extent of the realisable savings and the priority for the use of any
surpluses;

(6) that initial minimum savings target be set, being 1% as an average of every procurement exercise
undertaken in any given year, with half yearly savings being achieved in 2015/16, with the savings
target being reviewed as part of the report on the Savings Plan for 2016/17 and 2018/19;

(7) remit the report to the Policy and Resources (Human Resources) Sub−Committee for consideration
of the grades, and

(8) that the report be noted.
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

...REPORT

To: POLICY & RESOURCES COMMITTEE Subject: PROPOSED REVIEW OF
CORPORATE PROCUREMENT
− PROCESSES AND

From: HEAD OF CORPORATE PROPERTY & STRUCTURES
PROCUREMENT

Date: 22nd January 2015 Ref: JG/LJ

1.0 Introduction

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the Committee with proposals and options
to improve the current structures and processes relating to Corporate Procurement
with specific referenceto:−•

the Procurement Task Group recommendations contained in a report dated 20
January 2014 by the Chair of the Procurement Task Group and the Head of
Revenue Services.

• the compliance of procurement across the Council in relation to procurement
legislation and Council General Contract Standing Orders and Scheme of
Delegation.

• to ensure best value to the Council in relation to the procurement of supplies,
services and works and through the pro−active management of contracts.

• to provide transparency to Senior Officers and Elected Members in relation to
the level and cost of procurement across the Council and the potential
opportunity to provide future savings, community and local economic benefits
and added value through best practice and collaboration.

2.0 Background

2.1 A report was submitted to the Service and People First Transformation Board
dated 20 January 2014 by the Chair of the Procurement Task Group and the Head
of Revenue Services, which set out the key findings and recommendations from
the recent review of procurement and which provided a number of
recommendations on how the service could be improved, these recommendations
are included in Appendix 1.

2.2 A further report by the Head of Revenue Services dated 13 July 2014 outlined the
progress which had been made, at that stage, in relation to the recommendations
of the Task Group and recommended that the development of detailed proposals
to meet the recommendations of the Task Group should be undertaken by the new
Head of Corporate Property and Procurement, when in−post, with an indicative
timetable for a draft report to be developed for December 2014 and be available in
January 2015.

2.3 The Head of Corporate Property and Procurement was recruited and took up post
on 1 September 2014 and the recommendations within this report are the based
on further research and his proposals on the structure and processes for the
service in the future.



3.0 Current Position

3.1 The current procurement operating model is a centre−led action network (CLAN).
CLAN operates within a relatively decentralised operating model, with the majority
of resources aligned with and focused on individual service areas, with a small
Corporate Procurement Team located at the corporate centre.

Included in the findings of the Task Group and a key element in the
recommendations, was that procurement was undertaken across all Services, by a
number of people who are not dedicated procurement professionals but people
who undertake procurement as part of their day job. This research showed that in
addition to the 9 FTE's in the Corporate Procurement Team, there are around 228
(45 FTE5) officers involved in procurement activity across the Council, however,
procurement work accounts for a small proportion (between 5% and 25%) of their
job role. Many of the staff involved in procurement will undertake this work
infrequently. More than 70% of staff involved in contracting activities in any given
year will have no involvement in the following year, and consequently, most are
generally poorly equipped with the expertise and skills to secure the best value
from contract arrangements.

3.2 Across the Council, in 2013/14, 150 tender exercises with a total contract value of
£84.2 million were undertaken. The current process for procurement, which has
been developed since the work of the Task Group, is that the Corporate
Procurement Team supports all high value/risk procurements (in 2013/14 − 25
exercises with a contract value of £42.7 million). The remainder were discharged
by officers in the individual service areas (in 2013/14 − 125 exercises with a
contract value of value of £41.5 million) and these procurements were undertaken
with little or no involvement from the Procurement Team. This means that 83% of
procurement exercises undertaken and around 50% of annual contracting spend in
2013/14 was not influenced by the Corporate Procurement Team.

Procurement spend is made up of a number of different funding sources, primarily
revenue or capital expenditure. In 2013/14, 64 procurement exercises were
undertaken with a contract value of £18.3 million in support of capital projects,
which accounts for 22% of the total value of contracts procured. Details are
provided in Appendix 2.

In addition to providing direct support to service areas for all high value/risk
procurements, the Corporate Procurement Team provides advice and guidance to
staff across the council on procurement processes, maintains procurement
systems, monitors performance, leads on strategy and policy, liaises with the
procurement centres of expertise and leads the preparations for the annual
Procurement Capability Assessment. With such a modest central and strategic
capacity supporting a significant network of services, it is impossible to ensure
procurement procedures and regulations are followed consistently and just as
importantly, that best value is consistently achieved from the opportunity afforded
by the council's considerable external expenditure.

3.3 The current operating model does not fully support collaboration across service
areas, lacks an ability to fully realise opportunities based on leveraged council
wide expenditure and constrains the pace of progress towards best practice.

4.0 Future Proposals Overview

4.1 It was clear from the work of the Task Group and its recommendations, that the
Council should move towards a more corporate model of procurement, potentially
with a centralised corporate procurement team, to manage all procurement activity.
This is consistent with the Renfrewshire Council model where all procurement
activities are undertaken by a central team of 28 procurement staff. The central



team at Renfrewshire Council manage around £200 million p.a. which is
considerably less than North Lanarkshire's annual spend of circa £360 million.

4.2 The Task Group identified within NLC, that a high number of staff throughout the
Council services undertook small proportions of procurement for a relatively low
percentage of their time, which is provided in more detail at section 3.1. The
current model, therefore, does not lend itself to an easy transition to a centralised
team, where all staff involved in procurement would be under the control of the
Corporate Procurement Team. In addition, given the level of activity within North
Lanarkshire in relation to the activity within Renfrewshire Council, as detailed in
para 4.1 above, this would mean a team of approx 50 staff would be required to
manage the Councils procurement activity.

4.3 Despite the difficulties in moving towards a central model, it is desirable that there
is greater visibility and control from the Corporate Procurement Team over all
activity. The proposal, therefore, is to develop a model which leaves staff within
the current services but that a Chief Officer, or designate, within each service
should be designated with responsibility to ensure full compliance with the revised
corporate model.

5.0 Detailed Proposals

5.1 The model being recommended is that the key elements derived from the Task
Group recommendations should be adopted as standard procedures and
processes within the new procurement model. In addition, there are two options
being considered for the structure which is necessary to support a Category
Management model. This is detailed below.

5.2 Procurement Champions

It is proposed within the model, due to the current disparate approach to
procurement within services and the low percentage of time which individual staff
members spend on procurement, that the resources currently engaged in
procurement activity, remain within the services and under the control of the
service management team. However, there needs to be responsibility at a senior
level to ensure that the procurement activity remains compliant and adheres to the
processes being proposed in the new procurement model. To ensure this takes
place, it is proposed that a Chief Officer within each service should be designated
as the Procurement Champion and will be responsible for ensuring Future
Procurement Plans and Contract Registers are provided to the Head of Corporate
Property and Procurement, on an annual basis and regularly updated as required.
In addition, the Procurement Champion will participate in the Corporate
Procurement Working Group to ensure that future procurement plans and best
practice can be shared. This should ensure not only compliance and best practice
but also allow skills and awareness be raised across the procurement community
within North Lanarkshire Council. This will allow the Procurement Champion to
identify any gaps in skills or areas of risk, which can be mitigated either by training
of individuals or moving towards more specialist procurement units within each of
the services.

5.3 Cateorv Managers

A key recommendation from the Task Group was to accelerate the transition of
procurement to a more strategic category management approach, to create a
unified cost management approach to procurement. To achieve this effectively,
the Council needs to increase its capacity of more experienced and highly skilled
procurement professionals, who can drive the strategic approach to procurement,
particularly in key and specialist areas where specific market intelligence and
procurement knowledge of these sectors is essential to a progressive well



managed model. This would require additional procurement resources within the
Council.

It is proposed that the Corporate Procurement Team is expanded from 9 FTE's to
15 FTE's and will be organised into four dedicated service facing teams each led
by a Category Manager. The Category Managers will be new posts within the
establishment. The Corporate Procurement Team will also include a small
development team responsible for the roll−out and ongoing development and
maintenance of a range of eProcurement tools and to lead on procurement
development activities. Some of the current posts in the Corporate Procurement
Team will require to be reconfigured to support this model.

The Category Managers will be closely aligned to individual services, with specific
skills and experience for example, in areas such as Social Care, Property
Construction and Waste Management. The use of these specialisms, such as
property / construction, would be applied into all areas of the Council where there
is construction procurement being undertaken, however, it would be the intention,
that the Category Managers would be aligned to individual services and link
closely with the Procurement Champions, albeit that they would be directly
managed by the Procurement Manager. In the case of Social Care, the Category
Manager will play a key role in supporting procurement activity not only for the
Council but in support of the successful delivery of Health/Social Care integration.

This model would provide a corporately controlled procurement model, while
leaving the activity and focus at service level with joint responsibility for the
delivery of the benefits associated with the model. The structure chart which
depicts this model is attached at Appendix 3. This model will also allow for the
continued incremental improvement through training and developing to provide
more specialist services procurement teams.

6.0 Cost Implications

6.1 Based on current market pay grades, the additional resources in proposed
structure will cost in the region of £270,000 including on costs at 26%. This will be
dependent on the final evaluation of grades but reflects the current grading of
similar posts in other authorities. The proposed structure, while increasing the size
of the current Corporate Procurement Team, remains relatively lean when
compared to the Peer Group of other authorities, where the size of the team varies
from 16to28.

6.2 The prime purpose of the proposals within this report is to deliver financial
efficiencies, which can assist with the Council's future savings targets. The
proposed procurement model and improvement project can, therefore, be
considered in the context of a Change Project and accordingly, it is proposed that
the new model will be financed through the Change Management Fund, for the
initial year and then reviewed to consider progress and the future funding model.

6.3 An alternative to the model detailed above, is that the Council develops this
expertise, over time, through training and developing staff identified from within
individual services, or the Corporate Procurement team. This approach would
achieve improvement but at a lower level and spread over a longer period of time
to achieve the required benefits. It is unlikely that this approach would deliver the
scale of procurement improvement set out in the Task Group review.

7.0 Projected Savings

7.1 Identifying the level of savings in procurement can be problematic, particularly in
areas where more complex projects or services are being acquired. In addition to
the initial tender price, some additional charges or increased expenditure can



occur. This leads to initial apparent savings being eroded. This being said, there
is the ability to establish target/budget prices for services when going to the market
and identifying the outcome and price differential at the conclusion of the tender
process. While this price differential may not equate to the ultimate savings, with
the savings being either greater or lower, this variance does provide an opportunity
for the Council to consider how this is prioritised and spent.

7.2 The price variance in tenders are likely to vary both upward and downward across
a spread of procurements and therefore, it is being proposed within this report that
these variances are held within an Opportunity Register, which identifies the
variance at the point of the initial procurement and where positive variances can be
used to counter negative variances. The proposal is that Opportunity Register
would be recorded on an individual service basis. This would also allow the
experience of the contract being in place for a period, before any budget saving is
ultimately determined and taken from the services. It is proposed that the outcome
of the tender exercises and the on−going financial implications of managing the
contracts, is reported to the Corporate Services Committee, with reports to other
forums, as required, in order that there can be complete transparency in terms of
the scale of opportunity and the performance of procurement and contract
management activity.

7.3 The report by the Procurement Task Group did identify that some incentive may be
required to encourage services to declare any savings through procurement
exercises. If a full register is maintained and reported, this will allow individual
servicesto:−a)

be secure in that movement in the actual cost of delivery of a contract can be
accommodated within any potential savings but also;

b) where there are actual realisable savings, that the services can make
representation to the appropriate committee, to consider opportunities to
improve services in other areas.

7.4 The proposed model has the capacity be a spend to save initiative, with the
potential not only to self finance the model but drive real savings, to contribute to
the Council's savings requirements over the next three years. The Task Group,
through its own research, suggested a savings target of 2.5%, albeit that there was
no empirical evidence within the report to support this level. The proposal within
this report is to adopt an incremental approach with an initial minimum savings
target of 1% to be secured as an average against every procurement exercise
undertaken in any given year. Given the time to implement the new model it is
anticipated that half of this level of saving would be achievable in 2015/16.

Future savings would be reviewed as part of the report on the savings plan for
2016/17 to 2018/19. The early work under the new model will allow future
procurement plans to be developed, with projected savings being specifically
tailored to future activity across all Services. This will allow a more realistic,
progressive and achievable savings target to be agreed.

8.0 Procurement and Social Value

8.1 Increasingly one of the core attributes for contemporary and effective public
procurement is that procurement practices help deliver the wider policy goals of
the organisation. The new model will ensure that procurement will be used to add
social value, with a focus on positive social, economic and environmental
outcomes, the full realisation of the spirit as well as the letter of the new
Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014, with a long term view, not one driven
solely by the expedient pursuit of cost and price reduction.



8.2 Future contracts, where appropriate, will value staff and ensure exemplar
employment practices. These will include good terms and conditions, the Living
Wage as a minimum requirement, appropriate pension provision, training and
development together with employee and trade union engagement and
involvement.

8.3 An inclusive approach to procurement will be adopted, which enables and does not
deter or bar social enterprises, voluntary and community organisations, SME's,
including new entrants, to bid and participate in supplying goods, services and
works to the Council.

9.0 Procurement Capability Assessment

9.1 The Committee will be aware of the annual assessment which is undertaken
across all Council's within Scotland in relation to the Procurement Capability
Assessment (PCA). North Lanarkshire Council has made good progress over the
last few years in relation to raising its performance and ranking from a PCA score
of 37 to a PCA score in of 56 in 2013. The PCA assessment undertaken in 2014,
albeit in difficult circumstances, has confirmed that the Council maintained the
current level of capability at 56, however, the Council's performance and capability
has stalled and lost some ground in relation to the average performance across
Scottish Local Authorities. The proposals contained within this report will allow the
Council to improve upon the score in future years, with a Superior Performance
score of 75% targeted for the 2016/17 assessment. The current PCA scoring
matrix is being reviewed, which may mean a further report to Committee to inform
members of the changes and how this will affect future scores.

10. Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee approve the following recommendations;

i) That a procurement structure is agreed where current staff undertaking
procurement should remain within that service.

ii) It is agreed that a Chief Officer or designate within each service should
be identified to become the Procurement Champion for the service, in
order to ensure the effectiveness of the corporate model being
proposed.

iii) That revised processes and procedures are developed to reflect the
new model and are included in future Corporate Procurement
Strategies and Improvement Plans.

iv) That a Category Management model of procurement is developed with
6 additional staff being added to the current Corporate Procurement
establishment.

v) That this revised model is funded, initially through the Change
Management Fund and reviewed after one year to establish progress
and the future funding model.

vi) That all procurements over £50,000 are recorded within the
procurement Opportunity Register. Any variance on the target/budget
cost which is achieved through each individual tender process should
be logged within the register. This will allow services and members to
consider the extent of realisable savings and the priority for the use of
any surpluses.



vii) That an initial minimum savings target is set, being 1% as an average
of every procurement exercise undertaken in any given year, with half
yearly savings being achieved in 2015/16.

viii) The savings target will be reviewed as part of the report on the savings
plan for 2016/17 to 2018/19.

t %Head of Corporate Property & Procurement

Members seeking further information on the contents of this report are asked to John Gordon,
Head of Corporate Property and Procurement on Telephone Number 01698 302225.



APPENDIX I

Extract from TASK Group Review dated 20th January 2014

Recommendations

Further strengthen procurement leadership and governance arrangements at
a political level. This includes the establishment of a formal Policy and
Resources Procurement and Commissioning Sub−Committee;

2. Review the current procurement operating model and implement a revised
model which centralises all procurement, commissioning and commercial
activity across the Council whilst retaining a user−focus;

3. Review the current Procurement Team ensuring it has sufficient capacity and
capability to properly fulfil the revised role the Council determines it should
have following the completion of the review, this will require a significant
investment in additional procurement resource;

4. Accountability for all procurement, commissioning and commercial activity
should reside with a single Chief Officer. A 'Head of Procurement and
Commissioning' post should be created to provide the necessary level of
seniority and leadership. A subject−matter expert is required to lead the
transformation process. The Head of Procurement and Commissioning should
report direct to the Chief Executive;

5. All procurements above an agreed financial threshold should be supported as
part of a cross functional team by the Procurement and Commissioning
Service;

6. Accelerate the transition to a more strategic, category management approach
to procurement activity, creating a unified cost management approach to
procurement throughout the Council to manage spend more effectively. The
revised model and supporting structure should reflect this factor;

7. Refresh the Council's procurement strategy which should include the Council's
approach to addressing emerging economic and social considerations such as
Community Benefits; Blacklisting; Zero Hours Contracts; the Living Wage and
the desire to spend more resources in North Lanarkshire, together with an
updated core strategy to define the change to category management
procurement;

8. Expenditure and contract category reviews should be conducted regarding
existing contracts. These reviews will assess whether contracts are: delivering
in accordance with terms and conditions; delivering value for money and
identify any additional cost benefits which could accrue to the Council;

9. Establish a standard approach to contract management across the Council,
based on the Scottish Government's Procurement Journey, as a distinct
commercial activity, to work alongside service, operational and finance
expertise on all significant Council contracts. End of contract−life reviews
should feed lessons learned into new contract tenders;

10. Comprehensive procurement and commissioning options reviews should be
conducted at the start of key procurement projects (determined by cost or
strategic importance). The options review will consider the external market
conditions, in−house vs. outsourcing issues, collaboration potential,
procurement approach and contract type and contract specification and
anticipated outcomes. These reviews will deliver an additional degree of



commerciality to the Council's procurement activity and will inform the setting
of savings targets for new procurement projects;

11. A minimum savings target of 2.5% to be built into all future procurement and
commissioning exercises. This target to be integrated into Chief Officer
performance appraisals.

12. Consideration should be given to the merits of incentivising efficiencies, with
services retaining a minority share of efficiencies secured with the remainder
being returned to the corporate centre.

13 Establish a mechanism for capturing the contribution of procurement to
outcomes contained in the Single Outcome Agreement;

14. Maximise the use of IT to support transactional and compliant behaviours;

15. All electronic catalogue content should be rationalised to reduce procurement
spend;

16. All directorates and service areas to produce detailed annual forward
procurement and commissioning plans. These plans to detail all known
projects, project budgets, timescale and planned outcomes including financial
savings;

17. Further develop the performance management regime for the Council's
procurement process to measure best value − all service areas will be required
to report performance against the agreed performance measures;

18. Standardised committee reporting of procurement exercises be introduced to
include information on budget, savings and outcomes;

19. To ensure the agreed review recommendations are implemented promptly, the
Procurement Capability Improvement Team at Scotland Excel should be
engaged to support delivery of this change programme given the current
internal limitations on capacity;

20. The Procurement Task Group continues to meet to progress in full the findings
of this review and its recommendations.



APPENDIX 2

Procurements undertaken without the involvement of the Procurement Team

Procuring Service Revenue Capital Total
Number Value

−
Number Value Number Value

Chief Executive 1 £27,000 I £27,000
Corporate Services 6 £1,934,000 4 £ 724,000 10 £2,658,000
Finance and Customer Services 2 £115,000 1 £ 326,000 3 £441,000
Housing and Social Work 14 £15,400,000 9 £ 3,391,000 23 £18,791,000
Learning and Leisure 4 £99,000 25 £ 6,100,000 29 £6,199,000
Regeneration and Environmental 39 £5,662,000 20 £ 7,724,000 59 £13,386,000

66 £23,237,000 59 £18,265,000 125 £41,502,000

Procurements undertaken with the involvement of the Procurement Team

Procuring Service Revenue Capital Total
Number Value

−
Number Value Number Value

Chief Executive 0 £0
Corporate Services 0 £0
Finance and Customer Services 3 £1,546,000 3 £1,546,000
Housing and Social Work 13 £26,463,000 13 £26,463,000
Learning and Leisure 3 £3,548,000 3 £3,548,000
Regeneration and Environmental 6 £11,186,000 6 £11,186,000

25 £42,743,000 25 £42,743,000

Totals I 91 £65,980,000 1 1 59 £18,265,000 1 1 150 £84,245,00



APPENDIX 3

Existing Structure

Procurement Manager
NLC 15

Senior Procurement Officer
NLCII

Procurement Officer
NLC9

Procurement Assistant
NLC7

Senior Procurement Officer
NLCII

Procurement Officer
NLC9

Procurement Officer
NLC9

Procurement Assistant I Procurement Officer
NLC7 L NLC9

Proposed Structure

Procurement Manager
NLC16

Procurement Systems Development
XNLC1
2/13

System Development Officer
XNLC9

Category Manager
X4

NLCI2/13

Procurement Officer
X4
NLC9

Assistant Procurement Officer
X2
NLC7

System Development Assistant Officer
X2
NLC7


